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We propose a type of lossless nonlinear polarizer, novel to our knowledge, a device that transforms any input state of
polarization (SOP) of a signal beam into one and the same well-defined SOP toward the output, and perform this
without any polarization-dependent losses. At the polarizer output end, the signal SOP appears to be locked to the
input pump SOP. The polarizer is based on the nonlinear Kerr interaction of copropagating signal and pump beams
in a telecom or randomly birefringent optical fiber. © 2011 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 060.4370, 230.5440, 230.1150, 230.4320.
Over the past years there has been a growing interest in
the all-optical control of the state of polarization (SOP) of
a light beam. Particular attention was paid to the devel-
opment of nonlinear polarizers, a class of devices that
allows for the intelligent transformation of an arbitrary
input SOP of a signal beam into one and the same
well-defined SOP toward the output. This output SOP
is imposed by the SOP of the pump beam, thereby imple-
menting all-optical control over light polarization. We are
interested here in nonlinear lossless polarizers (NLPs):
these devices utilize a conservative type of nonlinearity,
e.g., the Kerr nonlinearity. Unlike conventional polari-
zers, the NLPs fully preserve the energy of the signal
beam and most importantly are free of polarization-
dependent losses.
The first type of NLP was based on photorefractive
two-beam coupling, and it was experimentally demon-
strated in [1]. The seconds to minutes response time
of nonlinearity in photorefractive materials prevents
their use in high-speed data processing devices. From
this viewpoint, NLPs based on the virtually instantaneous
Kerr nonlinearity of optical fibers appear more suitable
for telecom application needs. The experimental study
of such devices was pioneered in Dijon: first results
were reported in [2] and followed by [3,4]. Indeed, the
NLP proposed in [4] was able to smooth at its output
microsecond-range polarization bursts of the input signal
beam. As theoretically and experimentally shown in [5],
the microsecond response range is the practical limit for
NLPs using telecom fibers. As such, one is not capable of
fully exploiting the instantaneous nature of Kerr nonli-
nearity. The reason is that these NLPs operate in the
counterpropagating geometry. Here we propose and
validate an NLP based on the interaction of copropagat-
ing beams, which is therefore free from the above limita-
tion. Its response time is limited only by the electronic
response time of the silica (about few femtoseconds).
This NLP is capable of repolarizing even unpolarized in-
coherent light, such as amplified spontaneous emission,
providing that its polarization fluctuations are slower
than the Kerr response time of the fiber.
In this Letter we are going to deal with a minimal
model. Namely, we consider two intense CW beams
copropagating along the z axis through a lossless fiber
of total length L. The randomness of the fiber birefrin-
gence is fully taken into account; see [6,7] for details.
The evolution equations for the Stokes vectors of the
signal and pump beams, SðsÞ ¼ ðSðsÞ1 ; SðsÞ2 ; SðsÞ3 ÞT and SðpÞ ¼
ðSðpÞ1 ; SðpÞ2 ; SðpÞ3 ÞT , are
dzSðsÞ ¼ γSðsÞ × JxðzÞSðpÞ; ð1Þ
dzSðpÞ ¼ γSðpÞ × JxðzÞSðsÞ; ð2Þ
where dz means derivative with respect to z, γ is the Kerr
coefficient, × the notation for cross product, and JxðzÞ ¼
diagðJx1ðzÞ; Jx2ðzÞ; Jx3ðzÞÞ is the cross-polarization ten-
sor, whose z-varying diagonal components can be found
from a set of linear ordinary differential equations with
constant coefficients as derived in [6,7]. The coefficients
in the previous equations depend on the magnitudes of
the birefringence Δβðωs;pÞ at the signal ωs and pump
ωp carrier frequencies, as well as on the birefringence
correlation length Lc. The randomly birefringent fiber
is characterized by its polarization mode dispersion
(PMD) coefficient Dp ¼ 2
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
π
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Lc
p
=½LBðωsÞωs, where
LBðωsÞ ¼ π=ΔβðωsÞ is the beat length at ωs. Another im-
portant length scale in the problem is the PMD diffusion
length Ld, which is defined as L−1d ¼ 13D2pðωp − ωsÞ2. Equa-
tions (1) and (2) are strictly valid in two limits: L,
LNL ≪ Ld, which we call here the Manakov limit, and
L, LNL ≫ Ld which is named the diffusion limit. As
JxðzÞ ¼ diagð0; 0; 0Þ in the diffusion limit, such a case
is not interesting to us because the polarization mixing,
which is vitally important for the operation of the NLP, is
absent. In the Manakov limit, in which we restore the vec-
tor Manakov equation without group-velocity dispersion
(GVD) and walk-off terms, we get Jx ¼ − 89 diagð1; 1; 1Þ. In
this case the NLP operates most efficiently; therefore,
this limit is of primary interest to us.
As in counterpropagating NLPs [4,5,7], we fix γ ¼
1 ðWkmÞ−1, the pump wavelength λp ¼ 1:55 μm, and the
signal power SðsÞ0 ¼ 1W. We apply a fully polarized pump
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beam at the fiber input end along with a polarization
scrambled signal beam. Our simulations show that, in
agreement with the symmetry of Eqs. (1) and (2), the
comparison of results generated for different pump SOPs
reveals no visible difference. For definiteness, we fix the
pump SOP at (1, 0, 0). The scrambled signal beam is
composed of a set of N > 1000 beams with SOPs uni-
formly distributed over the entire Poincaré sphere, so
that the corresponding degree of polarizationðDOPÞ ¼ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃP
3
i¼1hSðsÞi i2
q
=SðsÞ0 is zero (here the average is taken over
all N realizations of the scrambled beams). The model
gives a statistically identical behavior when an unpolar-
ized signal beam is applied at the input end instead of the
set scrambled beams; see [5].
In the numerical experiments based on Eqs. (1) and (2)
whose results are shown in Fig. 1, we vary the pump
beam power, SðpÞ0 and follow the DOP of the signal beam
at the output end of a 2:2 km long fiber as a function of
the PMD diffusion length Ld. Our goal is to repolarize the
signal beam as strongly as possible so that the signal DOP
reaches a value that is close to unity. As can be seen in
Fig. 1, the largest possible DOP of this setup is 0.73. Such
a beam is polarized only partially.
Whenever a better DOP is required, two or three polar-
izers can be cascaded; see Fig. 2(a). At each successive
stage the repolarized beam exiting the previous polarizer
experiences further repolarization, which results in an
overall improved DOP. As seen in Fig. 2(b), three cas-
caded NLPs allow us to reach DOP as high as 0.98.
A polarizer transforms an arbitrary input signal SOP
into a well-defined SOP. In our case, the repolarization
process is an intelligent lossless attraction/pulling toward
a particular SOP. The signal SOP tends to align not with
the local value of the pump SOP, as it occurs with Raman
polarizers, [6], and not with the SOP derived in a special
manner from the input pump SOP as described in [7,8],
but it experiences attraction directly to the input
pump SOP. Therefore, the proper alignment parameter
is provided by the average of the cosine of the angle
between the Stokes vectors SðsÞðLÞ and SðpÞð0Þ: A0L ¼P
3
i¼1hSðsÞi ðLÞiSðpÞi ð0Þ=½SðsÞ0 ðLÞSðpÞ0 ð0Þ. The evolution of
A0L as a function of Ld, which is shown in Fig. 1, fully
overlaps with the DOP curves. This confirms that the
beam repolarization is closely associated with its align-
ment to the input pump polarization.
Large values of the PMD diffusion length Ld imply
either low PMD coefficients or small channel separa-
tions. As shown in Fig. 1, a large Ld favors the attraction
process, i.e., yields the largest DOPs. This confirms that a
codirectional NLP performs better when operating in the
Manakov limit. Practically speaking, associated physical
values of the PMD coefficient are not that small. Indeed,
for a channel separation of the order of 1 nm, we find
from the condition L ∼ Ld that the upper bound on the
PMD coefficient, ðDpÞcr, can be as high as 2ps=ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
LðkmÞp . For L ¼ 2:2 km, ðDpÞcr ¼ 1:3ps=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
km
p
.
When considered in the Manakov limit, the governing
Eqs. (1) and (2) can be fully solved in analytical form. The
equations become
dzSðsÞ ¼ −γSðsÞ × SðpÞ; dzSðpÞ ¼ −γSðpÞ × SðsÞ; ð3Þ
with γ ¼ 89 γ. Equations (3) lead to three conservation
laws: dz½SðsÞ þ SðpÞ ¼ 0, dz½SðsÞ · SðsÞ ¼ 0, and dz½SðpÞ·
SðpÞ ¼ 0. Here the dot stands for the scalar product.
Using the first conservation law and the properties of
the cross product SðpÞ×SðpÞ¼0 and SðsÞ×SðpÞ¼−SðpÞ×SðsÞ,
we may rewrite the equation for SðsÞ as
dzSðsÞ ¼ γΩ × SðsÞ; ð4Þ
Fig. 1. (Color online) DOP (thick lines) and alignment param-
eter (thin lines) of the signal beam as a function of the PMD
diffusion length for three different values of the pump power:
0:5W (black solid), 1W (red dashed), 1:5W (green dotted).
Parameters are L ¼ 2:2 km, LB ¼ 4m, channel separation
Δλ ¼ 2πcðωp − ωsÞ=ω2s ¼ 5nm. Shaded regions (left, diffusion
limit; right, Manakov limit) indicate the range of validity of
the model Eqs. (1) and (2). Above the graph are three represen-
tative trajectories on the Poincaré sphere for the case when the
pump SOP is along the north pole; the bias of the trajectories
toward the north pole is evident.
1st polarizer 2nd polarizer
(a)
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Fig. 2. (Color online) (a) Cascaded scheme with two sequen-
tial polarizers. The pump beam (blue line) is split by a 50=50
beam splitter (BS) into two beams, one of which feeds the first
polarizer, while the second beam feeds the second polarizer
(M1, M2, M3, M4, mirrors). The signal beam (red line) goes
through both polarizers without being affected by the BS and
mirrors M3 and M4. (b) DOP of the signal beam as a function
of the fiber length of a single polarizer plotted using Eq. (5) for
three configurations: one polarizer (black solid), two/three
sequential identical polarizers (red dashed/green dotted).
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which describes the precession of the Stokes vector
SðsÞ around the constant and known vector Ω≡
½SðsÞð0Þ þ SðpÞð0Þ. The solution of Eq. (4) is well known:
SðsÞðzÞ ¼ b1 þ b2 cosðΩγzÞ þ b3 sinðΩγzÞ; ð5Þ
with b1 ¼ ðΩ · SðsÞð0Þ=Ω2ÞΩ, b2 ¼ SðsÞð0Þ − b1, b3 ¼
ðΩ × SðsÞð0ÞÞ=Ω. We used this solution to generate Fig. 3
as an example of an ideal (i.e., operating in the Manakov
limit) codirectional NLP. Figure 3 suggests that the best
performance of the polarizer is reached for equal pump
and signal powers, and the fiber length L ≈ 2:2LNL [LNL ¼
ðγSðsÞ0 Þ−1 is the nonlinear length].
Strictly speaking, our model was derived for CW
beams since we neglected pulse walk-off terms (owing
to the difference of group velocities of pulses in neigh-
boring channels) and GVD terms. However, as long as
the length of the fiber is kept shorter than a few kilo-
meters, our simple model gives adequate predictions
even for pulses in the picosecond range. For example,
when considering the processing of 25 ps pulses, the
walk-off distance along L ¼ 2:2km is around 2 ps for
a channel separation of 1 nm and with the GVD
β2 ¼ 1 ps=nm · km. Dispersive pulse broadening is also
negligible over the distance L, since the dispersion length
is 500 km. Thus, our model is readily applicable to
telecom processing applications.
The fact that a single polarizer cannot produce a light
beam with DOP better than 0.73 can be explained by the
bias of the dynamical system trajectories toward the or-
ientation of the initial pump direction on the Poincaré
sphere; see above the graph in Fig. 1. More formally, each
of the trajectories is a circle centered around the direc-
tion of Ω. Assuming that the vector SðpÞð0Þ points to the
direction of the north pole, the signal SOP spends more
time in the upper hemisphere. However, the signal is not
attracted dynamically to the direction of the pump as it is
in the case in the counterpropagating configuration.
In conclusion, we proposed an NLP based on the co-
directional interaction of two intense beams in a ran-
domly birefringent optical fiber. We have validated the
performance of this device by showing that any input
SOP of the signal beam is on average attracted to the in-
put SOP of the pump beam toward the device output.
Practical issues were also discussed.
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Fig. 3. (Color online) (a) DOP of the signal beam as a function
of fiber length for SðsÞ0 ¼ SðpÞ0 ¼ 1W: the curve was generated
from the analytical Eq. (5) valid in the Manakov limit (black so-
lid), numerical simulation of Eqs. (1) and (2) for Ld ¼ 548 km
(red dashed), Ld ¼ 55km (green dotted), and Ld ¼ 21km (blue
dotted–dashed). (b) Maximal DOP of the signal beam as a func-
tion of pump power. For each point on the plot, the maximal
DOP was found using Eq. (5) from a set of DOPs obtained
for a discrete set of fiber lengths scanned through the interval
½0:1; 10LNL. Arrows on plots (a) and (b) indicate the same point
in the parameter space.
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